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when you watch this movie, you are about to see a very fast paced movie, with action sequences
that will make you jump up and down in your seat and laugh out loud. the movie is about a guy

named jamal who was brought up in the slums of india and was sold into slavery and was able to
escape and go to england and win a contest on the indian version of who wants to be a millionaire.

after he won a lot of money he was accused of cheating and he goes back to india to clear his name.
its a film where everything comes together, great acting, great music, great story and great

direction. from the very start, you know this is going to be a great film and you are going to be
laughing and crying, at the same time. the story is of a man named jamal malik who is brought up in

a slum, but later gets sent to england to go to school. here, he wins a contest on indian version of
who wants to be a millionaire. once he wins all of the money he is accused of cheating and he goes
back to india to clear his name. in the process, he learns about his past and all of the things that he

has been through. this film will make you think, laugh and cry. it is a film that you dont have to
watch at a certain time, you can watch it at any time of the day. slumdog millionaire is not only a

story of a poor slum child, but it is also a story of a brave child. the childhood of jamal is nothing to
write home about, but he does have some moments that he cannot forget. the most important of

these moments is when he was sold into slavery. the movie starts off with jamal lying in the middle
of the street with a rag around his head and a piece of wood on his back. his face is bloody and he

looks like a beaten puppy. he is on his way to work as a car mechanic in the mumbai slums.
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what also sets the film apart is its use of the possibilities of cinema. for every single question, there
are three answers, each of which is filmed in the same way. dev is directed with a stylized attention

to detail, a camera that seems to move with his every gesture. it's a film that, unlike many of the
best hindi films, is clearly about the process of filmmaking. the film is shot with an energy that is at
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once focused and wide-angled. the movie, as the title suggests, is a visual spectacle, a barrage of
images and effects. it's a film that captures the exhilaration of cinema and the chaos of life. slumdog
millionaire takes place in mumbai, india, where the poverty line is about $2 a day. theres a chilling

scene in which jamal must steal a vegetable cart from a street vendor in exchange for a cart to take
him out of the slum. his eye is drawn by a poster for the film the hindu boy, an award-winning

picture that deals with a schoolteacher and a boy who lives in the slum. it depicts the teacher as a
hypocrite and a rich man and the boy as the strong one. jamal knows he wants that boy and his

poster, and he commits the ultimate act of deception: he tricks the teacher into letting him see the
movie, and after the movie he goes back to his slum and sneaks into the school. there, he steals the
hindu boy and the teacher catches him. theres a scene in which he runs away, but jamal is thrown
out of the school and into the streets, where he hesitates to cross a street and hes surrounded by

some people who look like they are going to rape him. slumdog millionaire is a game-showlike
movie, and it includes a number of other well-known elements of the hindi film industry. one is the

song and dance routine in which jamal and his brother are forced to do. these routines, while funny,
are embarrassing and sad to watch, and, as in the hindi cinema, they represent the lowest rung of
the showbusiness ladder. another is the police inspector who arrives in the middle of the film and

reveals that he will find jamal and he and salim must run away. if they are caught, they will be jailed
and will lose their jobs. the final scene includes the long, brutal fight in which jamal has to run away
with his brother, and in which the police inspector saves his life. (the film is based on a real incident

in which a man nearly died because of police neglect.) 5ec8ef588b
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